OmniSense FMS Remote Monitoring Service Web Site
Product Brief

Overview

The OmniSense Facility Monitoring System (FMS) Customer Web Site provides a user friendly interface to the OmniSense Database Server (ODS). A typical 100 room hotel installation will generate about 57000 sensor data points per day. The ODS checks each data point against user settable alarm thresholds, triggers an alarm event if necessary, and permanently stores the data point and its context including the sensor ID, Network ID, and when it occurred. The web site provides powerful interactive analysis tools which can distill thousands of sensor data points into easy to read tables and graphs.

![Figure 1 - Typical Sensor Summary Page](image)
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Alarms

From the web site users with administrative privileges can configure thresholds for when alarms will go on and off, who should be notified and how they should be notified. Once an alarm has been reported users can quickly analyze that sensor’s (and possibly neighboring sensors’) data on the web site to help understand the scope of the problem. Figure 1 is an example of a summary web page of sensor data for a typical sensor network. From this web page users can quickly view and sort all the sensors in their network and identify sensors whose readings have triggered an alarm event and what their current readings are.

| Sensor: | 0960002A - 2nd story guest bedroom, corner window facing pond, lower left corner as view from exterior |
| Type:   | 1 - Moisture Meter |
| Status: | Active |
| Company: | OmniSense |
| Site:   | Hoogenboom, Hudson |

![Figure 2 - Typical Sensor Data Graph Web Page](image)

If a sensor has triggered an alarm a history of that sensor’s data can be viewed in a graph such as shown in Figure 2. The graph shows that a significant spike in the %WME for sensor ID 0960002A occurred on April 1st which, not surprisingly, coincided with a rainstorm on that day. The sensor’s humidity data can be analyzed to determine if the leak is confined to the exterior surface of the structure or has penetrated to the interior wall cavity. The sensor detail page shown in Figure 3 provides the GPS position of a sensor and/or a text description of the sensor’s
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location; for example “room 201 window lower left as viewed from exterior”. Within minutes of the alarm maintenance personnel can be dispatched to the site of the alarm to determine the cause of the problem and the scope of the necessary repairs. When compared to the months or years of undetected damage that can occur in an unmonitored structure the benefits of the OmniSense FMS are speak for themselves.

Figure 3 – Sensor Detail Web Page
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Trend Analysis

The FMS web site provides useful tools for extracting valuable information about the overall performance your structure. The graph in Figure 4 is a plot of the temperature for all the sensors in a network. The graph shows a significant variation in temperature during colder periods indicating a possible issue with the quality of the structure’s insulation.

![Graph of Temperature](image)

**Figure 4 - Graph of Temperature for all Sensors in Network**

Data Storage

The ODS application runs on a high reliability server farm in a secure data center. Subscriber’s data is permanently archived the benefits of which are:

- If you ever sell your property you have the data to show that it was well maintained
- If you are ever sued for toxic mold exposure you have the data to show your property was well maintained
- If your contractor denies liability in a moisture related construction defect you have the data to prove when and where the problem occurred